MLS#861296

EPPING FOREST

Private condo lifestyle on the St. Johns River
A rare opportunity in prestigious Epping Forest’s Woodford Building. This second floor unit offers incredible garden and
river views. Elegant hardwood floors flow throughout entire unit. Ample living space with open floor plan. Two garage
parking spaces and storage unit included.
2 Bedrooms/2.5 Bathrooms/ 2,660 Square Feet $750,000

MLS# 855903

SOUTH PONTE VEDRA BEACH

Survived Hurricane Matthew

MLS# 788067

MANDARIN
8 acres of Manicured
Riverfront

Completely renovated oceanfront
dream home with open floor plan,

Rare opportunity for gorgeous
Mandarin Riverfront. Two well-built
structures that could house cars, horses
or abundant storage/workshops. Build
your dream home.

4 Bedrooms/3 Baths/3,041 sq ft
$1,095,000

$2,100,000

beautiful finishes and modern technology. An ideal location, just a short drive
from St. Augustine and Ponte Vedra
Beach.

MLS#860105

MLS#838811

SAN MARCO
Amazing history without
historic rules

SAN MARCO
Stately family home

3 Bedrooms/2.5 Bathrooms/4,640 Sq Ft
$895,000

4 Bedrooms/4 Bathrooms/3,180 Sq Ft

Walk to San Marco Square. Location, LoFabulous San Marco area home on
cation.
Newer All brick 4 bedroom home,
double lot. Spectacular newer kitchen,
heart pine floors, high ceilings, walk-up 2 detached garages (1 features full bath).
attic, 2 car garage. A must see.
Hardwood floors. Gourmet Kitchen

$539,000
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Best Workout Apps
by John Corpuz & Brian Eastwood

Whether you’re looking to make good on that New Year’s resolution, get those six-pack abs you’ve always wanted or you just
want to be healthier, there’s something for you on our list of
the best workout apps. You’ll find apps that provide step-bystep instructions — just like an expensive trainer — for little
or no cost. From strength training and yoga to running and
more, you’ll find a great workout partner here.
Map My Fitness (Free; Android, iOS)
Under Armour’s Map My Fitness (Android, iOS) logs more
than 600 different fitness activities and syncs with more than
400 devices to give users a complete picture of their athletic performance. Users can search for nearby running routes
or share their favorite routes. Map My Fitness saves data on
pace, distance, and calories burned for GPS-based workouts;
you can use this data to set new personal goals. Through the
Map My Fitness community, users can join challenges as well
as motivate friends. The latest versions of May My Fitness are
compatible with Android Wear and Apple Watch. Premium
versions of the app offer personalized training programs and
the ability to monitor heart rate zones.
Workout Trainer (Free; Android, iOS)
Skimble’s Workout Trainer (Android, iOS) offers users thousands of free workouts complete with timed step-by-step audio and video instructions to help you get into shape. Whether
you’re looking to sculpt six pack abs or improve your condi2
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tioning for that next race, Workout Trainer has a routine just
for you. In addition to the built-in workouts, users can access the app’s library to build their own custom routines and
share them online, as well as try out routines shared by the
community. A premium subscription unlocks more features
such as HD workout videos,
more exercise routines, as
well as removing ads.
Fitted Lifts ($2.99; iOS)
Variance’s Fitted Lifts (iOS)
is for experienced athletes
who have been using pen
and paper to record their
weightlifting sets. You can
create a routine from a list
of exercises within the app’s
database or, if necessary,
add your own. Exercises
are grouped according to
the muscle group they focus on, such as chest or triceps. Fitted Lifts includes
custom rest timers for each
exercises, which takes the
guesswork out of resting between sets. As you log your
routines, Fitted Lifts can
display your progress in a
table or graph; the app also
tells you how long it’s been
since your last workout for a specific muscle group.
Nike+ Training Club (Free; Android, iOS)
The Nike+ Training Club app (Android, iOS) features workouts designed by professional athletes and celebrities. Workouts focus on strength, endurance, or mobility and offer
three levels of difficulty. The app’s audio cues let you focus on
the workout instead of the screen; Nike+ Training Club can
also be streamed onto a television using Apple TV, Chromecast, or an HDMI cable. After completing a workout, users
can share customized photos or posters with the Nike+ community. The app syncs with Nike+ Run Club to keep track
of your runs; you can also manually enter activities such as
basketball, gym training, or tennis.
JEFIT (Free; Android, iOS)
JEFIT.com’s apps (Android, iOS) serve as an incredible resource for users looking to do strength training and bodybuilding. Loaded with an exercise database of thousands
of routines sorted by targeted body part, it comes complete
with detailed instructions, a workout planner, exercise log,
progress tracker, numerous timers and options and synchronization with your JEFIT profile. The free version is ad-supported, while a pro version offers more features and removes
advertising.

Yoga Studio ($3.99; Android, iOS)
Gaiam’s Yoga Studio (Android, iOS) includes a library of more
than 70 yoga and meditation classes that range from 10 to 60
minutes. These classes address strength, flexibility, relaxation,
balance, or a combination of all four, and the app lets you filter based on duration, focus, and ability level. More advanced
Yoga Studio users can create their own classes from the app’s
library of nearly 300 poses as well as 20 pose blocks. Users
can download videos and play them later, without an Internet
connection, while class instructors can sync Yoga Studio to a
television using Chromecast, Apple TV or AirPlay.
Lose It! (Free; Android, iOS)
FitNow’s Lose It! (Android, iOS) aims to help users set and
achieve exercise, nutrition, and other wellness goals. Users
start by logging food and exercise, using the Lose It! calorie
counter, along with the recipe builder and exercise planner, to
stay within their daily calorie budget. Users can join existing
peer support groups or challenges, which run the gamut from
eating more vegetables to logging more exercise. While the
app uses the phone’s built-in pedometer for step tracking, Lose
It! also integrates with several health and fitness platforms, including Fitbit, MapMyFitness, Nike+ and Strava.
Johnson & Johnson Official 7 Minute Workout App (Free;
Android, iOS)
Beginners and veterans alike will appreciate the Johnson &
Johnson Official 7 Minute Workout App (Android, iOS). The
app guides users through the original 7 minute workout, as
well as more advanced routines of varying duration and intensity, complete with short videos. A Smart Workout feature can
function as your personal trainer. We also like that users can
create their own custom workout routines.
FitStar (Free; iOS)
FitStar functions as your personalized digital training coach,
adapting its exercise routines to match your physical capability,
carefully calibrating workouts to be challenging without being
too difficult. Users can configure their ideal exercise duration
and workout goals, and the app will whip up a workout session
for you. Once done, you can rate the difficulty of the workout,
allowing the app to slowly learn and adapt to your workout
capacity, challenging you without breaking your body.
MD Life February 2017
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Finding Balance:

A Spotlight on Duval County Medical Society
Member Dr. Ashley Norse
By: Ashley Miller, Duval County Medical Society

Dr. Norse speaks at the 2012 DCMS Annual Meeting.
Dr. Ashley Norse believes there is no such thing as a “Supermom;” it’s all a give and take.
“It’s a balance. Some days you feel like you’re good at your job,
and bad at being a mom. And some days you’re a good mom
and bad at your job,” she explained.
Norse, an Associate Professor at UF College of MedicineJacksonville and the Medical Director for the Emergency
Medicine Clinical Center, has three children; all under the
age of six. Like more and more women, Norse was well into
her career when she decided to have kids, so both she and her
husband worked full time.
For a brief time, Norse considered taking a step back from her
career to become a full-time stay at home mom. But ultimately she knew it wasn’t for her; she loves all aspects of medicine
too much to leave it behind.
Norse’s mother fostered a work ethic in her that is not easily
broken. Norse grew up with a working mom, so that was the
example that she lived with day in and day out. Her mom was
4
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also involved in the health care field, which aided Norse in
realizing at an early age that she wanted to go into medicine.
Born and raised in Louisiana, Norse attended Louisiana State
University and majored in Chemistry and Pre-Med. She went
on to medical school in Louisiana before coming to Jacksonville for her residency, but she always thought one day she
would return to her home state. However, when Hurricane
Katrina happened, those plans were dismissed.
Norse was hired on with UF Health when there weren’t a lot
of young females involved in the hospital system. Since then,
there’s been a large culture change. Norse works in the largest
UF academic campus outside of Gainesville where she also
teaches residents. Through the program, one of the oldest in
the country, she takes part in training 45 residents a year.
Within the past year, she’s moved on from directly training
the residents to becoming the Medical Director and Director
of Operations. In her new position, she manages data operations, but her daily shifts still revolve around the residents.
When she looks back at her life so far, Norse realizes the kids

Dr. Norse with her husband, Ronald, after being inaugurated as 2012 DCMS President.
have been more involved in her work life than she originally
expected.
“I had my first child when I was president of the Duval County Medical Society. I went into labor with my child at an FMA
board meeting,” she explained. “I was also the outgoing president, turning over the title two weeks after my daughter was
born. That was a little tough. I didn’t know if I was going to
make it two weeks after giving birth,” Norse admitted.
But she did, proving her determination to successfully balance both roles of her life.
Norse admits that balance can be difficult. It takes a lot of
organization and time management skills. Especially when
she has to plan her time between work and family. One of
the reasons Norse went into Emergency Medicine had to do
with being able to tailor her schedule to her family’s needs. If
she needed a particular day off, she could switch her schedule
around.
Now that she’s in administration, however, she works every
day. Taking a step back isn’t an option, so to balance the two
main parts of her life, Norse tries to disengage from work
when she’s home with her kids and husband. She tries to avoid
having to constantly juggle both aspects of her life during the
same time. When she’s home, she puts her phone down to
avoid calls and emails. Norse prefers not being on the phone
around her kids; especially since she wants to enjoy activities with them. They love playing in the pool and trips to the

Jacksonville Zoo.
Norse hasn’t felt the need to pull back from her leadership
responsibilities because she’s a mom, either. She understands
that she is needed in the medical field, now more than ever.
Women, in general, now make up a large portion of the
medical field, but are still vastly underrepresented in medical leadership. In 2012, Norse was elected as the third female
president of the Duval County Medical Society. Currently she
serves on the board for the DCMS Foundation.
Even when it became difficult to balance work and her family,
Norse did not give up for one main reason. She believes it’s
important to have a female voice in the field.

Dr. Norse takes the oath of office at the 2011 DCMS Annual
Meeting to become the 2012 DCMS President.
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“Medicine is now higher than 50 percent females, so it’s a
changing field and we have to keep up. Females have to be represented in organized medicine and in leadership positions.
It’s a huge part of medicine now, and a different dynamic,” she
explained.
Norse always wanted to be a doctor, and is happy that her life

worked out the way it has. With all she’s accomplished, it’s no
wonder people view her as a “Supermom.”
But like most working moms, she’s just trying to find a way
to fit in everything she loves. It’s all about finding the proper
balance.

Dr. Norse with her plaque to honor her service and commitment as the 2012 DCMS President.
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How the Book “When Breath Becomes Air”
Changed my Practice
Kim A. Reiss, MD

Behind every door in my clinic, is human suffering. It hangs
like a mist; I can see the living ghosts of my patients through
it.
As an oncologist who treats primarily pancreatic cancer,
many of my patients will be dead within a year of our first
meeting. I knew this would be the case when I chose my specialty. Pancreas cancer is one of the last frontiers in cancer
therapeutics: a disease for which we still have few effective
treatments and for which the prognosis remains abysmal. I
have watched healthy, hopeful people crumble in the clutches
of a beast so ravenous that it seems to eat them alive.
I chose to become a pancreatic cancer oncologist not in spite
of the devastation it wreaks, but in some part because of it.
Standing alongside the dying is good work; something I have
always been drawn to. There is so much that you do for a person, even when you cannot cure them. I find solace in counseling, guiding and calming my patients.
Hope for future therapeutics also drew me to this disease.
There are many other illnesses that were once swift death
sentences: pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia, metastatic
melanoma, HIV. One by one, through diligent and persistent
science, these beasts have been knocked down to become curable or chronically manageable. Patients who would previously have died within a few months now live long enough to
worry about their cholesterol. Children with deadly leukemia
grow up to have children of their own. We aren’t there yet
for pancreatic cancer — the shadow people in my clinic are
an attestation to how far we still must come — but someday
we will be.
Despite my best intentions when I started practicing, standing under the hot glare of suffering and death caused a swift
emotional drought. Within a short time, I had become quite
polished in talking gently about prognosis, symptom management and death, but with the emergence of those skills, my
empathy had melted into its inferior cousin: sympathy. An
imperceptible film crept in between me and those slumped in
the clinic chairs. It’s normal, I thought. After all, being in the
room is like holding my breath underwater: If I stay too long,
won’t I drown?
Then, on a plane ride home from an oncology conference, I
opened When Breath Becomes Air.
Reading Paul Kalanathi’s book was to experience terminal
cancer from the inside and the outside simultaneously. Paul
is one of us. Even more so, he is us: I was wearing his hospi-

tal gown and his white coat at the same time. Through this
duality, Paul’s story gave me the most refreshing look into the
other side of the cancer story. It is the story of my patients,
refracted and distilled in the experience of a colleague.
The insider’s look at the journey was jarring but revivifying.
With Paul’s words in my head, I could be more emotionally
present for my patients; I could help them more effectively.
Against my expectations, the shift did not cause more emotional fatigue, but rather relieved it.
So thank you, Paul. Thank you for writing so eruditely and
poignantly about such a profound part of the human experience. Thank you for helping us understand what cancer can
do and what it cannot take away; thank you for showing us
the inside.
Kim A. Reiss is an oncologist.
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Best Gadgets From the 2017
Consumer Electronics Show
By Madeline Buxton

This week, the flashiest, most advanced show and tell of the
year is going down in Las Vegas. It’s the annual Consumer
Electronics Show (CES), of course. More than 3,800 companies descend on Sin City in the hopes that their gadget will
prove to be the next Amazon Alexa or a worthy iPhone competitor.
There will be many products that are buzzed-about, but that,
for one production problem or another, never make it to market. Others are so unnecessarily ridiculous that they’re not
even worth a second glance.
But while you won’t see any iPhone 8 news here (Apple stays
away from the CES fray), there are some truly innovative gadgets that make us excited for the year ahead. Ahead, 15 insanely cool new products everyone is talking about. We’ll be
updating this throughout the week, so be sure to check back
for more. And if you’re looking for the best tech you can actually buy right now,

The Hello Egg Kitchen Assistant
Hello Egg looks exactly like one of Snapchat’s Snapbots, but
instead of being tall and rectangular, it’s the shape of an egg
— a very cute egg. He (or she) is like an Alexa for your kitchen. The egg can help you plan meals, order groceries, answer
cooking questions, read recipes to you, and even queue up
cooking videos on its shiny black surface. You can preorder
the eggstravagant little fellow for $120 (the basic version) or
$350 (the premium version)
LG’s Hub Robot
If Hello Egg isn’t adorable enough for
you, consider the LG Hub Robot. This
guy looks like an extra from Wall-E
and is integrated with Alexa to help out
around the house. It can do everything
from turning on your air conditioning to
greeting you when you get home, thanks
to facial recognition. The robot’s interactive display also shows its emotions, so
you know exactly how it’s feeling.

8
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LG’s Airport Guide Robot
Alongside its home robot, LG also introduced another intelligent helper, the Airport Guide Robot. Expect to start seeing these rolling through airport terminals alongside luggage
very soon. The robots can speak English, Chinese, Japanese,
and Korean, answer questions about your flight, and even direct you to various places throughout the airport. LG, please
make sure each robot knows the location of the nearest Starbucks. These guides will first be available at the Incheon International Airport in Seoul.

TCL’s Brand New Blackberry
The Blackberry is back! In December, the maker of the cult
keyboard phones announced that they were ceasing production and licensing the name to Chinese manufacturer TCL.
Some bemoaned that this was the death of the Blackberry. But
this week, TCL unveiled a new Blackberry smartphone, with
the glossy black finish and QWERTY keyboard the phones
are known for. No release date has been provided yet, but
we’re guessing Kim Kardashian, a known Blackberry fan,
will be one of the first to buy the phone when it does become
available.

Sensorwake’s Bedtime Scents
Sensorwake, maker of the olfactory alarm clock, is back with
Oria, a bedside device intended to help you fall asleep and
sleep better. The gadget releases two scents: Relax is emitted when you get into bed, and Restore is emitted during the
night. It’s official: Candles and diffusers are old-school.

Griffin’s Smart Mirror
We’ve seen other smart mirrors before, but most are small and
not entirely practical for everyday use. This one from Griffin
is. The mirror connects to your home Wi-Fi and, with one tap,
reveals data including the time and weather so you can keep
your morning routine on-track. At $999.99, the mirror, which
will be released in late 2017, isn’t cheap, but it is a super cool
product to invest in if you have the dough.
Smart & Blue’s
Colorful Shower Set
While you’re on a bathroom makeover kick,
upgrade your shower
with the Hydrao Loop
and Drop smart shower set. The easy-to-install devices (a shower
head and light) help
you save water and cut
back on energy costs
with a clever colorcoding system. The water will turn different colors when you
reach different water thresholds. You can use the connected
app to track how much you’re saving with every shower. Expect to see them later this year, with the Drop retailing for $99
and the Loop for $169.

Monster’s Blinged-Out Wireless Headphones
It was inevitable that we’d see new wireless headphones at CES,
but we couldn’t have anticipated this jewel-studded pair, worthy of Beyoncé. Monster’s Elements Airlinks are the ultimate
statement headphones. We don’t know yet how these compare
to other wireless models, but if we’re judging on form alone,
they’re stunners. Plus, they come in a jewelry-box-like charging case. The earbuds will be available in April for $299.95.

Polaroid’s Modernized Instant Camera
Fujifilm’s Instax Mini
made instant cameras
cool again in 2016,
but it’s Polaroid that’s
stealing the show in
2017. This year, the
brand is celebrating
its 80th anniversary
with an iconic product release: The Polaroid Pop. The device
merges the immediacy of an instant camera with the high-tech qualities of a digital camera. Start off
by taking a photo, using the LCD touchscreen to select your
settings, and frame the photo. Then, use the Polaroid print app
to add filters, stickers, and more. Press print and the camera
will spit out your 3 x 4-inch photo in record time. Look for the
Polaroid Pop (and price details) towards the end of 2017.
Griffin’s
Connected Toaster
We’ve seen smart coffee
makers, blenders, and
refrigerators, but the
humble toaster has long
been an ignored kitchen
essential. Yes, there have
been smart toasters that
print images on your
slices, but who really
needs their carbs monogrammed? Not me. At last, Griffin is giving the trusty device
the upgrade it deserves. Their Bluetooth-enabled model lets
you specify temperature and how dark you like your slices (or
bagel halves). Soon, you’ll be able to wake up to the smell of
fresh coffee and toasted bread before you even leave your bed.
Am I dreaming? Is this heaven? The toaster will be available
for $99.99 in the second quarter of this year.

Razer’s Project Valerie
Why yes, this is a laptop with three — count ‘em — 4K screens.
Razer says that Project Valerie is “the world’s first automated
triple display laptop.” Hinges allow the two additional screens
to easily fold out of the compact, 17-inch laptop. Of course,
the downside here is the weight. According to Wired, the entire computer weighs in at over 11 pounds, which is significant if you’re trucking your computer to work and back. Still,
can you imagine having one of these at home to stream Game
of Thrones? Westeros would feel that much more immersive.
There’s no word yet on when the laptop will be released or how
much it will cost.
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Wine
Talk

By Emery and Jean Clance

Ken Clance, Allison Clance Volpe, Jean and Emery Clance

Images by Mirek Kowalski Photography

Enjoy Your Wine Experience Even Better – Join One of Our Wine Clubs Tim’s Wine Market
has four wine clubs. The wines reviewed here all come from wine club selections. Stop by
the store and ask about joining one of the clubs. There is a club to fit every budget.

2013 Andrew Rich Tabula Rasa
because I figured a wine that represents
a “clean slate” would be perfect for a
new year. What I did not consider, until I started my research for this piece,
is the philosophical can of worms this
concept promotes. The idea of the tabula rasa was originally put forth by
Aristotle, who believed that every person was born without any preexisting
knowledge, and that the basis of human knowledge is completely derived
through learning and experience. Since
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I doubt most of you wish to delve into the
philosophical debates between Platonic,
stoic and religious thinkers while drinking
wine (actually my favorite time), my content for this feature will be much lighter.
Let us only consider the concept of a “clean
slate” for the new year, as it applies to a
new beginning. The idea of “clean slate”
occurred to Andrew Rich, while traveling throughout the Mediterranean coast
of France. Andrew began his wine career
by editing a wine column for a national
magazine. This inspired him to move to
Burgundy, France, and study winemaking.
He returned to the US and worked for six
years at Bonny Doon, under the innovative
Randall Grahm. In 1997 he then moved
to the Willamette Valley with the goal of
making Rhone inspired wines from Grenache, Syrah and Mourvedre, like the ones
he fell in love with while living in France.
Unfortunately he had to wait a few years
before grape contracts for those varieties,
which are rare even in Washington State,
became available. During that time he fell
back in love with Pinot Noir, but that will
be a feature for another month. Fortunately, after his wait to acquire contracts to buy
grapes in the Columbia Valley of Washington, Andrew managed to secure some
fruit from superb sites. He makes several
wines from these grapes, including a Chateauneuf-du-Pape inspired wine from the
famous Ciel du Cheval vineyard, as well as
wines made from Alder Ridge, Klipsun and
Red Willow vineyards. While they may not

be household names, those are all
sources for previous Reserve Club
selections. To make his Tabula Rasa,
Andrew starts with a base of 34%
Syrah, and blends in 29% Grenache
and 28% Mourvedre. Although it is
not traditional, the addition of 9%
Merlot helps to round out the wine,
adding a little extra meat to the
bone. Following in the footsteps of
the wineries of southern France, the
components of this wine are aged in
older, neutral barrels for fourteen
to sixteen months before the final
blend is made and bottled. Andrew’s
national sales manager, John House,
who I will discuss next, believes this
is the consummate pizza/pasta wine.
Although I agree that it is extremely
versatile, to me it is more substantial and offers more pairing potential than just simple foods. When
you crack the cap you will want to
decant this wine for at least a halfhour. Once you do it explodes out
of the glass with a dramatic combination of blackberry and blueberry
pie, bitter orange marmalade, dark
chocolate, graphite and some vanilla pastry cream. In the mouth it is
plump, offering gobs of black fruits,
wrapped up with soft tannins. Drink
this wine with grilled pork tenderloin with a dollop of black olive
tapenade or think Mediterranean
with a dish like mussels with a chorizo broth. Drink over the next two
years. As I approach my 28th anniversary of selling wine, I find myself
using the phrase “I remember them
when…” far too often.

for this wine come from a block planted on sedimentary
soils, which produce wines with more delicacy and finesse.
To accentuate the elegance of the grapes, they were fermented using partial whole-clusters, meaning with stems, and
with indigenous, or “wild” yeast. 20% of the wine was aged
in new French oak barrels for nine months, then moved to
older, neutral wood for an additional nine months. This
gives the wine a polished, silky feel that rounds out the palate. You will want to decant this wine for a half-hour, or
up to an hour, before serving. Upon pouring the first glass
you will immediately sense the pretty red fruits, fresh strawberries, raspberries and red plums; before the more subtle
shades of sage, cassia and almond paste unfold. On the palate this wine starts with a brightness, but quickly rounds
out and softens, showing nice concentration into the finish.
You will want to drink this wine over the next two to three
years with miso-glazed salmon, pomegranate glazed pork
tenderloin or roast chicken.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Tim Varan and Brock Magruder opened Tim’s Wine Market in October, 1995
at the original location in Orlando, Florida. Based on twenty years of buying
experience, each year Tim samples over 4000 wines to select only a few hundred each year for theTim’sWine Market stores.Tim’sWine Market has a local
store in Ponte Vedra Beach, owned and operated by Emery and Jean Clance.
www.Timswine.com

The 2014 JW House Pinot Noir “Take Me Home” I can
honestly say that I knew John before he knew wine. Or at
least before he knew very much about wine. John House is a
local boy, growing up in Winter Park. I met him many years
ago when he started attending our wine classes. It is probably ok to say now, but at the time he was only 20 years old,
although we did not know that until after he came of age.
From our humble classroom he became a buyer at a Wholefoods store, then moved on to become a local wine rep. After
only a couple of years, in an almost unprecedented move,
he became the national sales manager for Chehalem Vineyards in the Willamette Valley. It is very unusual for someone of his age, and without other winery sales experience, to
achieve such a position. So seven or eight years ago he and
his wife, Ksenija moved to Portland, Oregon.
Since then both John and his wife have grown in the wine
business. Three years ago they launched their own wine
brand, Ovum, dedicated to producing dry, Alsace style
white wines. They developed a cult following for their dry
Rieslings, Gewurztraminer and Muscat, so most of the production is bought by top restaurants across the US. We were
lucky enough to score three cases two years ago, and they
are still showing well today. Then in the fall John surprised
me with their first Pinot Noir, which at the time was so new
it did not have a name or label. It is a beautiful expression
of the elegant 2014 Willamette Valley vintage and a nice
complement to the Tabula Rasa. They purchased the grapes
for this wine from the Olenick vineyard in the Chehalem
Mountain AVA, in the Willamette Valley of Oregon. This is a
relatively old vineyard, with the first plantings made by Rex
Hill in 1989. They are unique in that they have two different
soils on the property, volcanic and sedimentary. The grapes
MD Life February 2017
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Forget Burnout. Let’s Address
Physician Dissatisfaction.
Karen Weiner, MD, MMM

Burnout is a tragedy. It terminates careers, friendships,
marriages and sometimes lives, prematurely. It threatens
the well-being of individuals, families, patients, organizations and our society. The current media focus on the crisis
of physician burnout is appropriate and timely, but the industry itself needs a reality check. While burnout is experienced by the individual, it is the manifestation of a dysfunctional environment that only we as physicians and leaders in
health care can fix.
We can’t fix something we don’t understand. While many
studies have focused on measuring the incidence of burnout among doctors themselves, there is little in the literature
about the perspective of health care leaders.
Curious about the understanding of physician burnout at
the level of senior leadership, I sent a survey to the CEOs,
COOs and CMOs of health care organizations across the
country. The findings were both reassuring and alarming.
Reassuring, in that 80 to 90 percent of senior leadership reported recognition that physician burnout is a problem in
their organization.
Alarming, in that only a little more than half reported having sufficient understanding of the causes and effects of
physician burnout, only about 20 percent reported having
measured burnout in their organizations and/or bringing in
resources to address the problem, and only somewhere between 6 percent to 23 percent felt their organizations were
doing enough to address the problem, depending on which
type of officer was responding (23 percent of CEOs but only
6 percent of COOs). While this was just an informal survey,
it provided a useful insight into the state of affairs and understanding at the highest level of leadership in health care.
According to this survey, the resources brought in by organizations to address the problem of physician burnout primarily focus on improving wellness. Teaching mindfulness and
resiliency to health care workers is an excellent idea. Learn12 MD Life February 2017

ing techniques to manage frustration, anger, and disappointment in this rapidly changing environment is valuable.
Teaching people to be better swimmers may indeed prevent
more drownings, but swimming in class IV rapids is hazardous to most, and changing the swimming environment
itself would likely result in fewer drownings. Therein lies
the problem. The environment of care delivery has become
so complex and fraught with barriers to providing the excellent care we were trained to give, that it is overwhelming to
imagine where to begin.
The physician engagement-burnout (or satisfaction-dissatisfaction) continuum is related to the ratio of work demands
to the resources available to achieve success in that work.
The demands of being a physician are many and varied. The
nature of the work itself, that of caring for the sick and dying,
can contribute to stress, emotional exhaustion, and eventual
burnout. Care providers, from physicians to ICU nurses to
hospice workers, must recognize the potential hazards of
the essential nature of their work and ensure adequate personal resources are in place to support that work. This is
where support through mindfulness, resilience, reflection,
friends and family plays an important role. But this is nothing new, as the burden of dealing with human suffering has
always been part and parcel of the physician experience and
those that chose medicine as a career likely recognized that
element at the outset.
More recently, a different type of job demand has emerged.
Dealing with barriers to providing patient care, be it regulatory processes, electronic documentation or increasing paperwork, have changed the balance of the demand/resources ratio in a way that has tipped the physician experience
toward the “burnout /dissatisfaction” end of the continuum.
Ask a room full of frontline physicians what they see as contributing to their unhappiness with the practice of medicine
and the list provided will likely fall into this category. The
nature of the work has changed, but the nature of the people
doing the work has not. Many feel that the fundamental
work of the physician has been disrupted by these hindrances and that patient care is suffering because of them.
So what to do? We can’t easily change the demands of being
a doctor in the current evolving health care environment.
For most physicians and leaders, the belief that the only way
to improve the current state is to eliminate these barriers
paralyzes and makes us feel powerless. The electronic medical record is here to stay. Increasing regulatory oversight
is just that, increasing. How can organizations address the
problem of physician dissatisfaction?
The answer is to understand and to focus on the resources
required to meet the demands; the denominator of the demands/resources ratio. Research suggests that the general
categories of work-life resources include the following: the
quality of the relationships between people at work, the
amount of control an individual can exert on how the day

unfolds, the fairness, transparency and accountability of leadership, the rewards an individual experiences, and whether or
not core values are honored in the work being done. These are
high level and rather abstract concepts, but deficiencies in any
of these areas result in a diminished resource “denominator”
and a greater likelihood of work burnout/dissatisfaction.
On a more concrete level, improving the resources needed to
meet the demands of modern day physician work requires
leadership interest and inquiry as well as frontline physician
involvement. Every organization, and likely every department
within that organization, will have a different set of hindrance
demands requiring specific resources to meet those demands.
The role of senior leadership is to communicate to physicians
that decreasing dissatisfaction is a priority, to assess the environment and inquire earnestly so as to identify the barriers
then, with the help of physicians, to create specific and targeted
interventions to remove those barriers and provide resources
to meet the demands.
Easily said, not so easily done, but we have no choice. We
must reject the “us vs. them” mentality; frontline physicians
and leadership need to work together to address dissatisfaction
and burnout.
Karen Weiner is a physician, chief medical officer and interim
CEO, Oregon Medical Group, Eugene, OR.
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Best Things to Do in Naples, Florida
Courtesy of Vacation Idea

Naples is one of the wealthiest cities in the United States. Located on the Gulf of Mexico in southwest Florida, this sophisticated, cultured city is a popular tourist destination. The city’s
main landmark is the historic Naples Pier, a great fishing destination and the place where you can sometimes spot playful
dolphins. Naples, with its mild climate and calm seas, is also
known for its spectacular nature. You will get a chance to visit
a number of gardens, parks, sanctuaries and preserves. Here
are the best things to do in Naples, Florida.
Naples Pier
You cannot come to Naples
without taking a stroll along
the iconic Naples Pier. Built
in 1888 to serve as a dock for
freight and passengers, the Naples Pier had a narrow-gauge
train rails along its length that served the train that transported baggage and freight in the 1900s.
The old pier has been destroyed by fire and wrecked by several hurricanes, but it has always been rebuilt as the symbol of
Naples’ history and resilience. Stretching from the end of 12th
Avenue, the pier is a popular spot for fishing, sunset watching,
dolphin spotting, and enjoying the view of the Gulf of Mexico.
The Naples Pier is one of the top Naples attractions. It has a
covered eating area and a concession stand if you get hungry.
Naples Zoo at Caribbean
Gardens
Naples Zoo is located in a
magnificent tropical garden
planted in 1919, many years
before the animals came to
the establishment. Today,
you can stroll along the paved path for almost a mile past 70
species of rare, beautiful animals that live surrounded by exotic plants from their natural habitats. You will come close to
everyone’s favorite creatures, including lions, giraffes, pythons,
monkeys, and bears.
You will also get to admire some rare creatures not commonly
seen such as an Asian meat-eating and barking deer or the
fosas of Madagascar. You can board a catamaran that will take
you to the monkey island located in the artificial lake, where
primates live their noisy lives. 1590 Goodlette-Frank Rd, Naples, FL 34102, 239-262-5409
The Revs Institute
The Revs Institute for Automotive Research celebrates
the history of American
automobiles. Visitors can
come and see more than one
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hundred of the most significant cars built between 1896 and
1995. The automobiles on display at Revs are part of the Collier Collection and are some of the most important cars ever
built – sometimes only a small number of these cars were
manufactured.
The Revs Institute aims to advance the study of automotive
history and, besides cars, contains over one million exhibits
such as specialized research books, images, and documents
on the history of automobiles. A large team of restoration
technicians keeps all cars in the collection in perfect working
order, and many of them demonstrate their superior engineering at various car races all over the world. 2500 Horseshoe Dr S, Naples, FL 34104, 239-687-7387
Bird Gardens of Naples
The Bird Gardens of Naples
is dedicated to the welfare
and conservation of wild
parrots in captivity and offers an outreach and placement program that looks
after the birds in a safe environment. Located in Corkscrew
Swamp, the Bird Gardens of Naples boasts a variety of beautiful vegetation and flora that create a natural environment
for the parrots and attract an array of fauna, bees, and butterflies.
Visits to the Gardens are by appointment only and allow
guests to enjoy a two-hour guided tour of the facility and interact with more than 300 birds from around the world. Stroll
through the gardens, which have miles of winding walking
trails, and soak up the beautiful surroundings in which these
magnificent birds live. The Bird Gardens of Naples is one of
the best things to do in Naples, Florida.
The Baker Museum
The Baker Museum is a
highly acclaimed fine arts
museum in Southwest Florida that showcases an array
of modern and contemporary art. The three-story,
30,000 square-foot museum is home to 15 galleries, which
house a variety of world-class exhibitions, permanent collections, and traveling exhibits.
The museum also has a glass dome conservatory and an
educational resource room. Designed by Albert Paley, the
entrance gates to the museum are artworks in and of themselves, and three Dale Chihuly installations are dotted about
the site. Dedicated to stewardship and scholarship, The Baker Museum offers a wealth of educational programs for all
ages, including talks, lectures, workshops, classes, and symposiums. 5833 Pelican Bay Boulevard, Naples, Florida, 800597-1900 / 239-597-1900

Delnor-Wiggins Pass State
Park
Delnor-Wiggins Pass State
Park is considered to be one
of the most pristine beaches
in the world. Visitors can
enjoy miles of magnificent
views of the Gulf of Mexico, watch the flocks of shorebirds
and other wildlife that call the beach home, work on their tan,
snorkel near the colorful reef, hike along the beach, fish, have
a lively family picnic, or search for rare seashells.
At the northern end of the beach, anglers have the best chance
of getting a good catch, and boaters can launch into Turkey
Bay and experience the scenic estuaries of the Cocohatchee
River. Rangers offer guided tours of the park, and there are
lovely pavilions available to rent for special celebrations. 11135
Gulfshore Drive, Naples, FL 34108, 239-597-6196
The Village on Venetian Bay
Situated right on the waterfront, The Village on Venetian Bay is a luxurious openair shopping mall, one of the
most popular in Naples with
tourists and affluent locals
alike. The mall has many upscale shops selling everything
from high fashion clothing, jewels, first-rate art, fine wines,
and home décor.
There are also many restaurants and outdoor cafes serving
everything from hot dogs to cutting edge international cuisine. Enjoy happy hour cocktails by the water, visit the Sunday green market, attend a fashion show, or take part in one
of many special events, sales, wine tastings, and celebrations.
4200 Gulf Shore Blvd N, Naples, FL 34103, 239-261-6100
Golisano Children’s Museum of Naples
The Golisano Children’s Museum of Naples (C’mon) is a
fun-filled place where children can play, learn, and experience new things together. A variety of hands-on and interactive exhibits encourage children to learn through play, and
they can take a journey through the swamps of the Everglades,
climb a giant banyan tree, weave through a maze, or experiment with the water play station.
Children of all ages can become anything they want to be, from
firemen, farmers, chefs, and artists to architects, builders, veterinarians, or doctors, and they can explore the wonders of the
sea, the sun, the earth, and the sky through fantastic displays.
The museum also offers a range of educational workshops and
programs for all ages such as the Eagle Scout Project, Little
Learners, School field trips, and Vehicle Adventures. 15080
Livingston Rd Naples FL 34109, 239-514-0084

Tin City
Tin City offers a distinctive shopping experience,
allowing visitors to shop
at more than 40 eclectic
stores, dine in style at either casual or fine dining establishments, take
a journey back in time at the Waterfront Marketplace, and
stroll along quaint boardwalks that run beside the water.
Featuring tin-topped buildings, picturesque sidewalks, and
Bayfront shops and casual eateries, Tin City has something
for everyone. At the heart of Tin City is the Waterfront Marketplace, once a 1920’s clam shelling and oyster processing
plant that now echoes Naples’ nautical past with lovely maritime setting.
The Waterfront Marketplace is home to several creative boutiques and excellent restaurants and offers the perfect spot to
relax over coffee after a day of shopping. Tin City also serves
as a base for several charter and tour boats for those who
want to explore Naples’ waterways. Tin City is fully air-conditioned and open Monday through Saturday, year-round.
Sun-N-Fun Lagoon
Sun-N-Fun Lagoon is a
water park that offers a
variety of fun-filled waterbased activities, adventures, and rides for visitors of all ages. The park
features four swimming pools with temperature-controlled
water, a meandering river, and an interactive splash playground.
The park also has five exhilarating water slides and rides
and an array of amenities. Locker rooms with showers and
changing areas are spacious and clean, and several snack
stands and cafés offer snacks and beverages. A 38-foot tower
looks out over the park and is the starting point for five exhilarating water slides, while the 10-foot wide Sunny’s River
offers a slower pace where visitors can meander down the
river on tubes. Turtle Cove, Tadpole Pool, and Dolphin Dive
are fantastic swimming pools that cater to all ages and levels of swimmers. 15000 Livingston Road, Naples, Florida
34109, 239-252-4021
The von Liebig Art Center - Naples Art Association
Nestled behind 5th Avenue South in downtown, the von Liebig Art Center is a local treasure and community resource
for all forms of art. Established and run by the Naples Art
Association with the aim of providing cultural enrichment
for the local community, the art center offers a wide variety
of attractions for residents and tourists, ranging from ongoing exhibitions and renowned art festivals to art classes and
workshops for children and adults.
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Beachside Seafood
Restaurant and Market
Now Serving Lionfish!
WRITTEN BY: Rich Herrera • PHOTOGRAPHY BY: Rich Herrera
COURTESY OF JAXRESTAURANTREVIEWS.COM

Love and Marriage, horse and carriage, fresh seafood and the
Florida Coast – things that are meant to be together. As the
song goes, “you can’t have one without the…other.” Jacksonville certainly doesn’t lack in high quality local seafood restaurants with menus consisting of locally caught fish, shrimp, etc.
The fact that Red Lobster can even exist in a city with so many
fantastic local places astonishes me.
On my quest to try every local seafood place in Jacksonville, I
happened to pass by Beachside Seafood Restaurant and Market on 3rd St in Jax Beach. I’ve passed this place many times
driving through the Beaches area, but never managed to stop.
On this night, a special was advertised on the marquee, catching my attention, and with NASCAR-like evasive maneuvers,
I changed lanes, and whipped my car into Beachside’s front
parking lot.

such as burgers, cheesesteak and chicken sandwiches. In addition to the regular menu, you do have the option of buying
something from the seafood market and having it cooked to
your liking. Simply pay the per pound price for the item and
$8 to have it cooked. However, this option is only available
during the off season. The market looked great. It was small,
but there were plenty of options. Fresh Mayport shrimp and
in-season stone crab claws were on full display and a fishmonger was making quick work carving the day’s catch.
Beachside Seafood – Smoked Fish Dip

We decided to bypass the market options and ordered off
the menu. For the appetizer, our server recommended the
Famous Fish Dip. It’s made with smoked Mahi, smoked inhouse, mixed with cream cheese and sour cream. It’s served
with saltine crackers. It was delicious, smooth, and creamy.
I don’t know if it was one of the ingredients, but it tasted like
there was a hint of smoked paprika in there, enhancing the
smokiness of the Mahi. The only thing that would’ve made
it better is if they served it with Captain Wafers or Keebler
Town House crackers instead of saltines. The buttery-ness
of those types of crackers would’ve added a wonderful touch
of sweetness to the smokiness of the dip. Foodie ProTip: if
you have some dip leftover, it tastes great the next morning
on a toasted bagel.

Beachside Seafood – Sign
Beachside is in a great location on a very busy street in Jax
Beach with great visibility. During the summer season, the
place is packed. On the first floor, a small dining room on the
left and the seafood market on the right. Heading upstairs,
more seating and a bar area. There’s also outside seating at the
front door.

For our entrées, my dining partner ordered the Lemon Butter Basa. It’s a Basa fish sautéed in a lemon butter white wine
sauce. The basa was cooked perfectly. It was tender, juicy,
and the lemon butter wine sauce added the perfect amount
of acidity without overtaking the mild taste of the fish. My
entrée was the special listed on the marquee that caused me
to test the maneuverability and turning capabilities of my
car: Lionfish.

Beachside Seafood – Shrimp
The menu is mostly seafood, but for non-seafood eaters in
your party, they do offer a variety of “Land Lubber” options,

Beachside Seafood – Basa
Lionfish is an invasive species. They’re not native to this part
of the world. Because of their unique look and beauty, they
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make popular aquarium fish. Unfortunately, when owners
release them to the wild, they take over the local ecosystem,
multiply at an explosive rate, and compete with local species
like snapper and grouper for food. They’re highly adaptable,
eat everything from plants to other fish, and destroy reefs dependant on the local species to survive. In an effort to curb
their explosive population growth, groups like the Northeast
Florida Lionfish Blast and the Northeast Florida Lionfish
Rodeo host competitions to see who can catch the most lionfish. Local restaurants and fish markets are encouraged to
serve them on their menu. After reading about the lionfish in
various publications and blogs around Jacksonville, I’ve always
wanted to try it and do my very small part for a better northeast Florida ecosystem.

Beachside Seafood – Fishmonger
Go to Beachside Seafood and do your part for the environment: Eat a Lionfish, Save the World.
Beachside Seafood – Lionfish
Luckily for us, lionfish are delicious. Beachside is the first
place I’ve seen them advertised, and that’s a shame because
lionfish are a great alternative to other mild tasting whitefish,
like grouper or flounder. But because the demand for them
is low, restaurants and seafood markets don’t stock them as
much. Beachside’s lionfish is dusted with a citrus based rub
and lightly grilled. The citrus rub gave a nice hint of freshness and vibrancy to the mild taste. I think I found my new
favorite fish.
Both dinner entrées came with hushpuppies, baked potatoes,
and a choice of either a house side salad or a Caesar side salad.
The hushpuppies were perfectly crispy and a little sweet. The
baked potato was a nice filler. The salads were fine, but clearly
not the main attraction. For dessert, we ordered a slice of key
lime pie to share. It was wonderfully tart and a great ending to
our lemon butter/citrus rub themed fish entrées.

13740 Beach Blvd [located in Super Target
Shopping Center at Beach & Hodges.]

904.992.0808

www.jacksdrycleaners.com

Overall, my first visit to Beachside Seafood Restaurant and
Market was a joy. The service was great, the server was very
knowledgeable about the menu, able to answer all my questions without flinching, and the fishmonger was kind enough
to pose for a picture.
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Developing Sound Wealth
Management Habits
Courtesy of Larson Financial Group

Whether a saver or a spender, it is important to develop sound financial habits
in order to better manage your monthly
cash flow. Larson Financial Group believes that no matter the financial phase,
every physician should practice these
four financial habits.
Whether a saver or a spender, it is important to develop sound financial habits
in order to better manage your monthly
cash flow. Larson Financial Group believes that no matter the financial phase,
every physician should practice these
four financial habits.

1. Giving
2. Saving
3. Living
4. Debt Reduction
5. Taxes
Each category should be assigned a percentage of the total income. Provided
that the percentages are properly balanced, this can make life much easier.
Doctors and dentists often wonder how
they should go about establishing the
above percentages. Every situation is different, but we offer the reader some basic
guidelines in Habit #3 and Habit #4.

Habit #1: Maintain Emergency/Opportunity Reserves

Habit #3: Give to Causes Greater than
Yourself

Life changes quickly, and the unexpected
frequently occurs. Financial planning
textbooks often suggest that you should
set aside cash equal to six month/s worth
of your income. The reality is that many
doctors and dentists do not keep that
much in reserves. Rather, most of our
physicians maintain about two to three
month’s worth of monthly living expenses in a checking account or money
market fund. For additional emergency
reserves, they rely on a home equity line
of credit, four-day access to their investment funds, and/or an unsecured line of
credit.

As first we were surprised when our clients asked us about how much money
they should be giving away. We had not
expected to be involved in such a personal decision. It turns out that many
physicians have questions about giving
money to charity or tithing to their place
of worship. This is exciting. It tells us that
we are involved with a generous portion
of society that believes financial success
is not something to be taken for granted.
On the surface this issue is personal, but
we believe the question arises as many
people share a worldview that this life is
about more than just ourselves.

Habit #2: Categorize Your Life – Build
a Budget

Many of us approach life from different
religious beliefs, and this influences the
way we manage the financial resources
that have been entrusted to each of us.
The world’s major religious faiths share
three fundamental financial principles as
it relates to giving, that are paramount to
this discussion:

In addition to building adequate emergency reserves, we also recommend doctors separate their financial responsibilities into five main categories in order to
help build a basic budget for their financial lives:
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1. Those of us who have resources also
have a responsibility to help provide for
those who do not.
2. Giving to those less fortunate should
involve a measure of personal sacrifice or
we are not doing our part.
3. Giving should be done at all phases of
life. (We are fooling ourselves by thinking that we will give later when we have
more resources.)

Money is a temporary tool for a temporary life. At the end of the day, we know
of no man or woman who hopes his or
her gravestone says, “Here lies a really
rich doctor.” Instead, our hope is that
we can help our clients achieve enough
peace of mind regarding their own financial lives that it frees them to devote
more of their time, effort, and energy to
building a meaningful legacy.
If your primary question is, “How
much should we give?” perhaps a paradigm shift in your thinking is appropriate. A better question might be, “How
much can we give?” In their book Why
Good Things Happen to Good People,
Stephen Post, Ph.D. and Jill Neimark,
document consistent studies that show
those who are generous with their
time and wealth are happier, healthier,
less stressed, live longer, and feel more
spiritually fulfilled.(2) Therefore, when
it comes to cash flow management, we
believe one of the most important habits to establish early on is a consistent
method of giving away a portion of
your resources to passions greater than
yourself.
Dr. Ryan Vickery, a successful anesthesiologist, summed up these principles
well for us in a personal interview. He
found that perspective is vital in understanding why it makes so much sense to
give away time or resources
“For years,” he said, “I focused the actions of each day on the short term.
It was as if the only important part of
life was the next 3-5 days.” He then
added, “When we actually sat down
on different occasions to give it some
real thought, it connected for my wife,
Becky, and me that life is really about
something much bigger than what we
were previously focused on.”
When we look at life in terms of the
“big picture,” as shown above, everything else will change. If we focus on
the long-term, the way we interact with
our spouses will change, the way we
parent our children will change, and

most important, as it relates to this article, the way we manage our financial lives must change.

But, if I can train 50 or 500 pairs of hands, I have helped hand
on the torch.” (5)

Dr. Ben Carson, former director of the pediatric neurosurgery division at Johns Hopkins says the following in his book,
The Big Picture: Getting Perspective on What’s Really Important in Life:

Habit #4: Begin on the Final Page

The reason we need to consider our priorities carefully–and
the principles on which we base them–is that they impact every important choice we make in life. Those choices further
determine both the ultimate direction of our lives and the
unique set of opportunities that will come our way.

How is a doctor to make this long-term perspective on priorities practical in his or her own financial life? For those physicians who have not yet established their own philosophy
for their family’s charitable giving, we offer a suggestion. Our
approach is simple. Begin giving away a set percentage of the
after-tax paycheck you bring home. To begin, the percentage
is irrelevant, just do something to get started. Make it a goal
as a family to increase this percentage whenever possible, but
at least every year. Even if you only increase by 0.5% per year,
you will still be giving more and more, and likely finding your
efforts increasingly more fulfilling.
Giving becomes easier once it develops into a regular habit.
We have yet to meet a physician who started giving and later
regretted it. You need not take our word for this, instead consider the words of Dr. Will Mayo:
By 1894 my brother and I had paid for our homes. Our clinic
was on its feet. Patients kept coming. Our theories seemed
to be working out. The mortality rate among our cases was
satisfyingly low. Money began to pile up. To us it seemed to
be more money than any two men had any right to have. We
talked it over a lot, that year of 1894 we came to a decision.
That year we put aside half of our income. We couldn’t touch
a cent of that half for ourselves…

Simply building emergency reserves, categorizing your life,
and giving to great causes will not automatically lead to financial success. The remaining key is to spend the right
amount less than you earn. In order to determine the right
amount to properly set aside for the future, you must first
“begin on the final page.” The point is simple: if you don’t
know where you’re headed; there is no good way to get there.
Instead, when you know what you want to achieve, you can
work backward to determine the amount that you need to
save today in order to make it happen.
Delayed gratification is a difficult concept for many Americans to grasp. We live in a society that thrives on getting
whatever we want whenever we want it. Fortunately, doctors
have a much better understanding of delayed gratification
than the general public, or they never would have spent so
much time in training. No different than setting your sights
on becoming a physician, it is crucial to set some reasonable
objectives about what you want to achieve in the future as it
relates to your financial life.
Doctors and dentists are often pleasantly surprised when
they find out that they can still enjoy a great lifestyle today,
while at the same time providing for the future. In fact, families tell us it is comforting to know the appropriate amount
they need to save, to set aside for the future. By knowing that,
they also know how much they can spend and enjoy today.
It is always better to know sooner, rather than later, if your
expectations are realistic. When it comes to money, almost
everyone hates surprises.

From 1894 onward we have never used more than half of our
incomes on ourselves and our families… My brother and I
have both put ourselves on salaries now. The salaries are far
less than half our incomes. We live within them…
My interest and my brother’s interest is to train men for the
service of humanity. What can I do with one pair of hands?
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Can Independent Practices Stay Viable
Using Price Transparency?
Niran S. Al-Agba, MD
The market for medical tourism
grows as Americans increasingly seek medical care outside of
the United States and pay cash
for services. Patients know they
can obtain adequate quality
care in Mexico for out of pocket
costs far lower than their insurance plans with high deductibles would cover. Posting basic outpatient visit and simple
procedure prices could benefit our independent practices in
the same way. The only thing worse than not having health
insurance, is having coverage be so expensive you cannot afford to utilize it when necessary. It is like sleeping next to a
chocolate cake every night while on a diet.
Mexico lags behind most Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries in health status;
however, they are the best in one significant category. They
have the lowest health care expenditures of all the OECD
countries, making visitation of the free-market medicine
“concept” worthwhile. A majority of health care in Mexico is
provided via private entities or private physicians. The private
organizations operate entirely on a free-market system, less
than 10 percent of Mexicans have health insurance, so most
pay “out of pocket.”
My family spent a week in Mexico over Christmas and on the
day we were due to fly home, my youngest son developed a
very high fever. Fever reducers were administered, and all
was well until he vomited all over himself, his blankie, and the
ground at the resort entrance. By the time we arrived at the
airport, he did appear a bit limp and lethargic. “Is he sick?”
the ticket agent asked. “Not really,” I lied. “Does he have a
fever?” she asked. “Not at this time,” I responded. “You must
be cleared by the physician at the airport before I issue your
boarding passes,” she stated. “Does it help that I am a pediatrician?” Nope.
Resigned to my fate, I waited in a quiet corner until a young
physician and his medical assistant approached. He introduced himself and asked me a few questions before suggesting an anti-emetic injection prior to the flight. Needing to obtain a weight on my son, we followed him to the clinic, which
looked like a mini-ER including two fully stocked treatment
beds yet surprisingly no additional staff. The physician gave
him a quick shot on the rear (metoclopramide), filled out
some paperwork, and handed me my copy of the encounter
including an itemized bill: 300 pesos for the visit and 100 for
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the injection. I paid him in cash, approximately $20 USD.
As he escorted us back to the airport waiting area, we shared
some frustrations about our respective careers. He told me
about a young child from the day before who was severely dehydrated to the extent he required significant fluid resuscitation. Due to the child’s precarious hydration status, an IV had
to be placed in his jugular in order to successfully deliver fluids. This young general practice doctor had a wide repertoire
of skills, despite access to little in the way of resources.
Which brings me to the point: I need a light, a stethoscope, and
a pen to heal and comfort human beings; the rest is basically
nonessential. This Mexican physician and I fundamentally do
the same thing every day; except he has no receptionist, no
billing personnel, no manager, no administrator, no care coordinator, and definitely NO EMR in his emergency clinic. He
documented the visit in less than 3 minutes (like I do), signed
it, and handed me the top page for my records. His care was
good, his skills were solid, and his decision-making sound; I
would have treated any other child the same way.
From an economic standpoint, there are two basic approaches
to any service-oriented occupation. The first is, “How much
revenue can be generated?” The second is, “How can one deliver quality for a reasonable price?” It is slowly dawning on
misguided health economists that the former method is outrageously expensive. The latter, a free-market system, is efficient,
effective, and helps control cost, but there are fewer kickbacks
available for the cartel of healthcare administrators and government lackeys that way. The free market discourages waste
and ensures both physicians and patients are mindful of expenditures, which is supposed to be the goal, right?
85 percent of medical problems can be handled in a private
clinic or a direct primary care (DPC) setting, and 70 percent of
surgeries can be handled in an outpatient ambulatory surgery
center, yet our government preferentially backs large hospital
practices employing physicians and subsidizing their expensive surgical suites. Health care expenditures rise by the day,
yet physician compensation has been relatively flat over the
last few decades. The increasing cost is due to the assorted
“add-on fees” for large institutions, which should affectionately
be called “administrator, manager, or IT surcharges.” This is
the reason parents are charged $39.35 to hold their newborn
infant after delivery at the hospital. In my office, it is totally
free to hold your own newborn. What a great deal!
Physicians should post prices for general well and sick visits,
basic procedures, and other regular services when feasible, allowing patients to make better-informed decisions. A business
that provides value to the consumer will undoubtedly thrive.
The larger the physician repertoire, the more a consumer reaps

the benefits of your expertise, and the busier the practice
becomes. Private specialty care could be provided in this
straightforward, streamlined way as well. Patients are clearly
willing to travel outside the country for good quality medical
care at a pre-defined cost, so why not walk across the street
from the large hospital waiting room to an independent physicians’ office?
Free-market medical care encourages healthy competition; which is bad for the “administrators” and “managers”
but very good for patients and physicians. Domestic medical tourism could grow as informed consumers are able to
search for the right quality at the right price. My recent brush
with free-market medicine is a beacon of light for how simple
medicine used to be. If independent private physicians come
out of the shadows and into the light, embrace price transparency where feasible, then larger institutions will never be able
to compete with us. Now, what exactly are we afraid of?
Niran S. Al-Agba is a pediatrician who blogs at MommyDoc.
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Tex Mex Black Bean Dip
Courtesy of allrecipes.com

“This black bean dip is great served
with corn or flour tortilla chips. Serve
warm or at room temperature.”
Ingredients

1 (15 ounce) can black beans, rinsed and drained
1 teaspoon vegetable oil
1/2 cup chopped onion
2 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 cup fresh corn kernels
3/4 cup chopped tomatoes
1/2 cup mild picante sauce
1 teaspoon ground cumin
1 teaspoon chili powder
1/2 cup shredded Monterey Jack cheese
1/4 cup chopped fresh cilantro
1 tablespoon fresh lime juice
Directions
1. Place black beans in a medium size mixing bowl, partially mash beans -- beans should remain a little chunky.
2. In a medium size frying pan, heat oil over a medium
heat. Stir in onion and garlic and saute for 4 minutes.
3. Mix beans, corn, tomato, picante sauce, cumin, and
chili powder into the frying pan; cook for 5 minutes or
until thickened. Remove the pan from the heat, mix in
cheese, cilantro and lime juice; stir until cheese is melted.
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Make Boating a Part of
Your Life... The Easy Way
Jacksonville Boat Club can provide you with an exclusive fleet of boats to enjoy
the boating lifestyle without the high cost and hassle of owning your own boat.

Being a member of our club gives you many advantages
over owning your own boat:
It’s much more cost-effective
You can choose from our several different types of boats to suit your needs - from
deck boats to twin cabin express yachts
You don’t have to clean the boats after you use them or keep them maintained –
so you have no drain on your time or your cash.
No loan payments.
No insurance payments.
No storage fees.
No towing – or waiting in line at the ramp.
Our exclusive valet service (including water toys and and ski vests) removes all
the frustration and aggravation so you and your guests can fully enjoy your day
on the water.
Membership includes using the express yachts for overnight stays for romantic
getaways and family outings.
Make boating a part of your life the easy way. Please contact our Director of
Business Development at 904.477.9794 for information on our individual, family or
corporate memberships and visit us at jaxboatclub.com.
East & West of the ICW at Beach Blvd. Palm Cove Marina & Beach Marine

Jacksonville Beach, Florida 32250

© 2015 JaxBC, LLC. All boats in the Fleet are owned by JaxBC, LLC and reserved for the exclusive use of our members

